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Enabling motions with impacts in robotic and mechatronic systems 

The consumer society of today would have been very different if machines were not 
introduced to automate production. Machines with both mechanical and electronic 
components, also known as mechatronic systems, are employed in production, packaging, 
and transport of many items we use every day. A large contribution in this is provided by 
robots, wherein their exibility and repeatability in performing different labour-intensive tasks 
are key assets. The versatility of robots potentially allows them to aid people in environments 
that are specifically designed for humans, but also to execute tasks in less accessible 
settings. Examples of such application domains are healthcare, agriculture, inspection & 
maintenance, and search & rescue. 
However, motions where contact with the environment or objects is made are hard to 
execute for robots. Such motions are commonly executed in a rather restrictive fashion 
where fast free motion phases are alternated with very slow motions where contact is 
established or broken; impacts are typically avoided. This non-dexterity of the robot's 
movements not only limits performance in industrial settings, but also limits task capabilities. 
Several technological advancements are required to alleviate this restriction and achieve a 
human level of dexterity in mechatronic systems. The work described in this thesis 
introduces a control strategy specific for performing motions with impacts such as dynamic 
pick & place tasks, object catching, hammering, and fast walking and running. Manipulating 
delicate objects also belongs to the possibilities as long as the impacts are of low energy 
transfer. 
The very rapid change in speed resulting from an impact is what makes impacting motions 
difficult to control. In this thesis, we propose a control strategy that can handle these sudden 
changes in speed by operating on the basis of a novel way to quantify the error in executing 
the desired motion. In essence, the strategy consists of defining different motion plans and 
switching from one such plan to the next when an impact is detected. In this work, the 
approach is successfully verified in simulations using the test cases of 1) a controlled 
bouncing mass 2) a block impacting a plank 3) a hopping robotic leg and 4) considering a 
humanoid robot. Moreover, we validated the method on an experimental test-bench that we 
designed for this purpose. The results show that the developed strategy can effectively be 
used for controlling motions with impacts in robotic and mechatronic systems. The work thus 
provides a solid contribution in making impacts in robotic manipulation and locomotion a 
reality. 
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